Please beware:
The following testimonial contains actual before and after images of Luke’s
penis enlargement success.

Before & after photos: erect length
Luke managed to get a 1.4 increase in erection length in within 4 to 5 months

Before: 13.5 cms / 5.3 inches

After: 17 cms / 6.7 inches

To start increasing the size of your penis like Luke, and with the added benefits of a fuller
more engorged erection (see above) order SizeGenetics today and start enjoying a more
prominent and muscular looking penis which deliver more intense orgasms for you and your
partner.

Before & after photos: flaccid length
Luke managed to get just under a inch increase in his flaccid length within 4 to 5 months

Before: 10 cms / 3.9 inches

After: 12 cms / 4.7 inches

To start increasing the length of your flaccid penis and start enjoying the feeling of a fuller
heavier feelings in your pants, then order SizeGenetics today and begin enjoying a love life
that you have never experienced before! Your best sexual performance is a just few weeks
away, so order today and get underway!

Wearing the device
Luke was kind enough to send SizeGenetics actual photos of himself using the SizeGenetics
device

“The instructional DVD made it remarkably
easy to correctly size and put on the device;
whilst wearing it for a few hours at a time
was easy and comfortable enough to the
point where I’d often forgot I had it on.”

First impressions count, and as Richard found out, SizeGenetics can increase the size of your
trouser bulge which women will take notice of, making instantly more sexually attractive.
Never go out again and worry that you don’t have the “WOW” factor in your trousers. Order
today and you can be a few weeks away from a fuller looking trouser that will put you on the
same level as any alpha male.

